2020-21 Strategic Quarterly Report
November 2020
Updates in Purple = November 2020 Report
1. Professional Development Goal
School nutrition professionals will continually improve their knowledge and skills to administer,
manage, deliver, and sustain successful school meal programs.
Objectives
1. Increase the number, accessibility and utilization of professional development tools, resources
and opportunities to enable member success.
2. Increase availability of training/educational opportunities to help SNA members successfully
prepare for the SNS Credentialing Exam.
3. Increase availability of training/educational opportunities to help SNA members enhance their
professional development with the SNA Certificate Program.
Objective 1: Increase the number, accessibility and utilization of professional development tools,
resources and opportunities to enable member success.
Strategies
• Expand the availability of virtual professional development programming to reach more
SNA members.
o Provide training, innovative ideas, best practices, and resources to help SNA members
sustain and grow school nutrition programs considering the COVID-19 pandemic
o Continue to develop opportunities for professional development on topics such as
leadership, cultural intelligence, and inclusion.
o Back to school webinar series was a success with 3 webinars held in August and
September
o Introduced virtual Directors’ Best Practices conference in October 2020. Over 420
attended (surpassing 200 attendees originally expected) and more are participating
in the on-demand series. https://www.pathlms.com/sna/courses/21487 Content
was shared on different channels, including our website, e-blasts and social media
o Introduced SNA’s Diversity, Equity and Inclusion series with two webinars with DEI
expert Dr, Nika White in October and November. www.schoolnutrition.org/DEI
Promotion of the event on social media included testimonials of attendees.
o Dining Guide -- produced and marketed as a collaboration of Marketing & Comms,
PD, Dayle Hayes, BIC and other members.
a. Strive to Thrive STEPS Challenge – logo created and website & app for the new
sponsored program launching in late November.

•

•

Develop a professional development contingency plan in case SNA face to face meetings
cannot take place due to COVID-19 distancing requirements.
o Virtual SNIC being held Jan 12-14, 2021. Theme is Leading in Times of Change. Logo and
identity created. Registration is open. Keynote speakers include Lee Rubin and Sara
Frasca. www.schoolnutrition.org/SNIC

Explore, assess, and incorporate relevant technologies and methods to effectively and efficiently
maximize delivery of professional development programming to relevant audiences.
• Enhance the quality of educational programming at meetings and expand on ways to
leverage this content for wider reach.
o Optimize available offerings on the SNA Training Zone and in the learning center area in
the Virtual Expo, to include recorded sessions from SNA conferences.
o Work with School Nutrition magazine to leverage and coordinate content across multiple
platforms.
o Successfully moved SNA webinar and virtual conferencing platform from Go to
Webinar to Zoom to allow for more audience participation and chat.
o Over 15,000 registered users on SNA Training Zone.
o SNA is currently fielding an RFP for online conference platforms to be used for the
delivery of events and educational content.
• Diversify SNF outreach to pursue funding resources to support SNA members during COVID19.
• Integrate SNF resources with SNA professional development offerings.
o SNF program offerings are available through the Learning Center and Training Zone.

Objective 2: Increase availability of training/educational opportunities to help SNA members
successfully prepare for the SNS Credentialing Exam.
Strategies
• Develop strategies and tools designed to help members build study skills useful for SNS
exam preparation, including SNF seeking support for scholarships for members to prepare
for and take the SNS Credentialing exam.
o The October Credentialing Report shows that there are 1,607 credentialed members.
This is 63 less than May 2020 year-end and due to exams being postponed in the spring
and summer because of the pandemic. However, exams are starting to be scheduled
again with strict COVID-19 protocols in place.
Objective 3: Increase availability of training/educational opportunities to help SNA members
enhance their professional development with the SNA Certificate Program.
Strategies
• Promote the certificate program as a way to grow professionally in school nutrition
especially among employees, managers and directors who do not meet SNS academic
requirements.
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• The October 2020 Certificate Program Report shows that we have 16,333 certificate holders,
which is 697 less than May 2020 year-end total. The COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact
the Certificate Program and most of the decreases are within the Level 1 Certificate renewals
category. However, we are seeing growth at Levels 2 and 4 certificates.

2. Advocacy and Public Image
Policy makers, school officials, parents and school nutrition professionals will rely on SNA as the
leading advocate for school nutrition programs.
Objectives
1. Increase efforts to educate policy makers and other decision-makers on the value, scope, and
complexity of school nutrition programs.
2. Increase advocacy support to state affiliates in order to drive policy change at state level.
3. Enhance the voice of school nutrition programs in the development of the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans (DGA).
4. Increase efforts to enhance the public’s perception of school nutrition professionals and school
nutrition programs.
Objective 1: Increase efforts to educate policy makers and other decision-makers on the value,
scope, and complexity of school nutrition programs.
Strategies
• Advance SNA influence in the Association’s public policy priorities through effective
alliances and potential legislation reflecting the current environment and new school
nutrition operations structure.
o SNA has signed onto Allied letters along with 1,315 other organizations, including the
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and Feeding America, signed on to an allied letter by
the Food Research & Action Center (FRAC) to the USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service
requesting the extension of school nutrition waivers.
o SNA, along with 65 other organizations, signed onto an allied letter by FRAC to USDA’s
Food and Nutrition Service requesting the extension of school nutrition waivers.
o SNA designed and presented a one-hour ed sessions at the virtual ASBO conference on
the financial crisis of school nutrition programs during COVID. Participants rated the
session highly.
• Increase strategic partnerships with like-minded organizations in support of feeding
children and providing school meals across the country.
o Continued participation in the Nutrition and Obesity Policy Research and Evaluation
Network (NOPREN) is allowing SNA to share policy priorities, survey data and other
information with a broader group, advancing our advocacy efforts.
o SNA CEO participated in a podcast hosted by International Dairy Foods Association,
reaching new audiences with information on the efforts of school nutrition professionals
to serve students during the pandemic.
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•
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•

o SNA joined FoodCorps and the National Farm to School Network in a school meal
Twitter chat during Farm to School Month.
Encourage Congress to study school lunch participation and develop strategies to address
student participation impacts from COVID-19.
o SNA has consistently spotlighted school meal participation rates during the pandemic,
interviewing with GAO for their analysis of school meal service and participation
declines due to COVID closures, highlighting those results and SNA survey data on
participation and its impact on financial sustainability in our press releases and media
interviews. SNA member Angela Richey discussed participation challenges in her
comments before the House Education and Labor Committee.
Monitor emerging Federal public policy issues, including Executive and Legislative priorities
that could negatively impact school nutrition programs and be prepared to address all
scenarios relative to COVID-19.
o SNA continues to monitor legislation and regulations and keep SNA members informed
on any updates.
o Scheduled and held critical call in late August with USDA/FNS Deputy Undersecretary
Brandon Lipps and SNA Board members to share the dire participation and financial
data coming in from schools across the country as kids head back to school and plead
for waiver extensions which were then approved within the next week.
o Continue to monitor and provide SNA Comments on all relevant Federal Register
notices.
Maintain support for commodities for breakfast within annual Appropriations and other
legislation.
o Working with House/Senate staff, SNA has secured $20 million for USDA Foods for
School Breakfast Programs in the FY 2021 Agriculture Appropriations (pending
conference discussions).
Monitor and support USDA’s and Congress’s efforts to simplify overly burdensome child
nutrition mandates to improve efficiencies and reduce costs and work with USDA and
Congress to implement new mandates.
o Continue to share school nutrition challenges with USDA representatives such as
questions concerning entitlement amounts due to COVID as well as meal application
retrievals and impact of each.
Implement new strategies, as needed to support child nutrition program advocacy and
emerging issues – such as Universal Meals – in light of COVID-19.
o Conducted three COVID-19/School Meal surveys to collect key data on school meal
service, participation and finances during the pandemic. Survey results were shared with
Members of Congress, incorporated into all advocacy materials and shared on SNA’s
new “School Meals During the Pandemic” primer on the website. Survey reports earned
extensive media coverage in key Capitol Hill and national publications, raising awareness
of the positive efforts of school nutrition professionals, the benefits of universal meal
service during the pandemic and SNA’s advocacy efforts.
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Identify and educate members of the new 117th Congress, USDA, and the Administration on
SNA public policy priorities.
o Sent recent SNA survey "Impact of COVID-19 on School Nutrition Programs - Back to
School 2020" to members of House Agriculture, Appropriations, Education & Labor,
Committees. This survey was also sent to the Senate Agriculture, Appropriations, and
Education Committees.
Objective 2: Increase advocacy support to state affiliates in order to drive policy change at state
level.
Strategies
• Strengthen the capacity of state presidents, state executive directors, and state legislative
chairs to carry-out state and local advocacy through development of new tools and training.
o Shared advocacy information in the State Affiliate Newsletter.
o SNA recently signed onto to partner with the Congressional Management Foundation to
begin a series of outreach and educational tools to arm SNA members and state
affiliates for effective advocacy.
• Create a database of identified state advocacy champions in each Congressional district.
• Collect and share successful advocacy stories for state and national members to utilize in their
advocacy work.
o Shared and emphasized advocacy stories in weekly Tuesday Morning Newsletter under
"COVID-19 Stories from the Front Lines" and "State Snapshot" sections.
• Monitor state legislative issues, especially those addressing COVID 19 and support advocacy
efforts on those issues as needed.
o Published second and third state legislative reports and continued updating State
Snapshot in weekly Tuesday Morning Newsletter to feature new legislation and policy
initiatives, including universal meals, food waste, and meal distribution.
Objective 3: Enhance the voice of school nutrition programs in the development of the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans (DGA).
Strategies
• Participate in all opportunities available to share the perspective of school nutrition program
operators on the development of the DGAs.
o Submits detailed comments to Federal Register notices related to school nutrition
programs and the Dietary Guideline Committee.
• Update members on the DGA development and ultimate implementation process pending
issuance of final DGA 2020-2025 Report.
• Share information on the new DGAs with members when introduced and provide any required
training as dictated by the DGA final Report.
Objective 4: Increase efforts to enhance the public’s perception of school nutrition professionals and
school nutrition programs.
Strategies
• Serve as a trusted resource and utilize all media outlets to educate and promote school
nutrition programs to the public, policy makers, and all stakeholders.
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o By promoting SNA’s extensive survey data on school meals during the pandemic and
offering interviews with SNA spokespersons – frontline school nutrition professionals – SNA
has become the key source for national media outlets reporting on child hunger and school
meal services during the pandemic:
▪ SNA is regularly featured in key Capitol Hill outlets (Politico, Agri-Pulse, FERN) and
trade publications (Education Dive, The Counter, EdNC, Food Management)
▪ SNA leadership and member quotes were included in USDA press releases on waiver
extensions, ensuring SNA inclusion in a multitude of media stories.
o SNA was featured by major national stories this quarter by: CBS on school meal service,
participation, financial losses and USDA waivers; Bloomberg on child hunger and meal
participation, USA Today on emergency meals and need for waivers; NPR on financial losses
and need for waivers. Our latest survey data was shared by the New York Times and our
advocacy efforts profiled by Harvest Public Media.
▪ As a result of this outreach, SNA reached an estimated audience of more than 3
million tv viewers this quarter, at a publicity value of 1.75 million.
Engage in public relations advocacy efforts to promote school nutrition programs (NSBW,
NSLW…) and identify additional and new opportunities to enhance existing efforts.
o SNA’s Back to School media outreach efforts earned positive print and television coverage
in Colorado, tv coverage in Tucson, AZ and print and tv coverage in Indianapolis, IN.
o Promotion of SNA’s Back to School 2020 survey earned extensive media coverage, when
released during NSLW. NSLW outreach also included positive posts and engagement
highlighting pandemic meal service on the Tray Talk blog and Facebook page.
o Created Back to School flyer to promote safe, healthy school meals to families and template
letter to educate administrators on financial issues for school meal programs.
Leverage positive outcomes from School Nutrition Foundation (SNF) initiatives.
o SNF/PBIC grantees were utilized in the Back-to-School Series to share BIC success with a
broad audience.
o SNF Program Manager and Consultant utilized PBIC knowledge to support the development
of the Meals in Classroom Dining Guide.
Use personal stories of SNA member award winners, and SNF scholarship winners and grant
recipients to advance public advocacy for school nutrition programs and school nutrition
professionals.
o Personal stories of SNA member award winner, SNF scholarship winners, and grant
recipients are frequently featured in the weekly Tuesday Morning Newsletter and/or as a
web story on SNA’s main website.
o Web articles and social media posts are frequently published about the recipients of SNF
“Help Feed School Kids Now!” Emergency Feeding Grants and the support these grants have
provided to communities and school districts across the country. SNF’s national partners
(Save Our Strength, GENYOUth, National Dairy Council, US Apples) have also published
personal stories of grant recipients and the results of their funding.
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3. Membership & Community
School nutrition programs nationwide will be strengthened through the engagement, leadership and
collaboration among SNA’s members, state associations, the School Nutrition Foundation, allied
partners and other stakeholders.
Objectives
1. Increase membership and member retention among all stakeholders.
2. Increase pathways for involvement among different demographic segments if SNA membership
that reflect the association’s core values.
3. Build the capacity of state associations for stronger governance and association management
practices.
4. Use personal stories of SNF scholarship winners and grant recipients to increase awareness of
the value of the School Nutrition Foundation as resource to SNA members.
Objective 1: Increase membership and member retention among all stakeholders.
Strategies
• Continue to build on existing membership recruitment strategies and the +1 Membership
Challenge to increase School District Memberships and individual memberships.
o The October 2020 Membership Report shows that we have 51,512 members. This is a
decrease of 519 members compared to September 2020, 6,150 less than October 2019 and
3,036 less than the May 2020 year-end total. The overall drop in membership is related to
the COVID-19 pandemic and continues to be a major concern. The majority of decreases are
in the manager and employee membership categories. A campaign to remind lapsed
members about the benefits of SNA membership is underway and is gaining some
momentum and we are seeing higher levels of members reinstating.
o The +1 Membership Challenge campaign was on hiatus over the summer months but is set
to relaunch in November with a strong advocacy focus and call to action. These campaign
pieces will also be shared with State Associations.
• Provide support to State Associations based on growth potential to expand school district
membership and target nonmember school districts.
• Explore alternative membership models to ensure long-term sustainability and relevance for all
member segments.
• Define and promote the Allied Membership category.
Objective 2: Increase pathways for involvement among different demographic segments of SNA
membership that reflect the association’s core values.
Strategies
• Utilize expertise and knowledge of the Industry Advisory Council (IAC) to identify emerging
challenges and trends in the school nutrition profession/foodservice industry and gather input
on topics for education sessions.
o Engaging with IAC members to continue to identify challenges facing school industry and
operator members due to the COVID pandemic.
• Increase collaboration between SNA Board members and the Leadership Development
Committee to improve targeted recruitment efforts and monitor key demographic trends
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among volunteer leaders to create a more inclusive environment for SNA members of different
demographic groups.
o Targeted recruitment by LDC and the Board of Directors continued this year. The slate of
candidates continued to increase in diversity across all demographic categories even though
the total number of interested candidates decreased as a result of COVID-19.
Objective 3: Build the capacity of state associations for stronger governance and association
management practices.
Strategies
• Develop new opportunities for ongoing governance and association management training for
state leaders specifically in the areas of inclusiveness as it relates to Diversity & Equity, crisis
leadership and association management, and Next Generation Professionals.
o Hosted the annual State Association Executive meeting virtually and covered topics such as
virtual events, new revenue streams, electronic voting, and membership retention &
recruiting.
o Planning a December Virtual State Leadership Summit and topics will include DEI,
entrepreneurialism, virtual meetings, and engaging Board members.
• Provide individual assistance and coaching to state association leaders in addressing
governance challenges in light of the COVID-19 pandemic and its negative impact on
associations.
o Continue to provide ongoing guidance to state affiliates as needed in managing
challenges during the pandemic.
• Assess the effectiveness of governance programming for Future Leaders, state
Presidents/President-Elects, and State Executives, and make modifications.
o SNA has been in active conversation with State Executives and hosted a focus group to
ascertain their needs. As a result, we are hosting monthly calls so they can discuss items of
priority in their states.
o Re-visioning the Future Leaders program and National Leadership Conference will begin in
the new year.
• Assess the feasibility of implementing a fee-for-service model to provide administrative support
to small state affiliates who are in need because of the COVID-19 crisis.
Objective 4: Increase awareness of the value of the School Nutrition Foundation as a resource to SNA
members.
Strategies
• Market scholarship and grant opportunities to state association executive directors and staff.
o Continually promote the “Help Feed School Kids Now!” grant fundraising campaign which
has provided more than $500,000 in grants to school nutrition members.
o Sharing scholarship opportunities via e-mails and SNAC Bites with state leaders to promote
to members.
• Use personal stories of SNF Scholarship and grant winners to increase awareness of the
Foundation as a benefit for school nutrition members.
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o Provide consistent weekly website and social media information to all SNA members about
the benefits of scholarships and grants, notification on the recipients of funding and results
from the benefits of their funding.
Explore strategies to share Foundation initiatives and accomplishments in order to reach a
greater number of members and state leaders.

4. Governance & Operations
SNA will have a financially sustainable funding model with a nimble governance and headquarters
staff structure that is aligned with the strategic plan and reflects contemporary business practices.
Objectives
• Enhance SNA processes, practices and structures to contribute to a sustainable and robust
business model.
o Created and presented financial scenarios, including benchmarks, with Board and staff that
will be closely tracked, updated and shared as the fiscal year progresses.
• Expand SNA’s research initiatives to continually identify trends and issues impacting school
nutrition programs and the profession.
o Conducted 3rd COVID-19 Impact Survey which identified financial sustainability and declining
participation as concerning issues.
https://schoolnutrition.org/uploadedFiles/6_News_Publications_and_Research/8_SNA_Rese
arch/Impact-of-Covid-19-on-School-Nutrition-Programs-Back-to-School-2020.pdf
• Enhance assessment of association governance structure to support new Strategic Plan.
o Updated documents to continue discussions with Board on potential changes to enable a
nimbler governance model. Board discussion scheduled for November 2020 meeting.
• Increase funding and resource to high priorities of the new Strategic Plan.
o Allocating staff resources to support increased virtual training opportunities in place on inperson meetings during COVID.
Objective 1: Enhance SNA processes, practices and structures to contribute to a sustainable and
robust business model.
Strategies
• Continue SNA digital transformation efforts to implement changes to the technology infrastructure,
policies, and operations to ensure they align with the strategic plan and support long-term
operational needs.
o SNA digital transformation efforts are underway with active work being done to integrate the
Training Zone and Aptify member database.
o Ntiva, SNA’s new Managed Services Company, has been fully onboarded and a technology
strategy roadmap has been developed to guide the transformation over the next few months.
• Document and maintain business continuity and emergency preparedness plans to ensure SNA
is able to weather any unexpected local, national, or global events.
o Created a SNA Return to Work Policy for staff to clarify office access and return policies
during COVID pandemic.
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Update systems and processes related to the organization’s member management platform
with an eye to customer experience and user efficiencies.
o The process of upgrading Aptify member database to web-friendly, accessible anywhere
availability is in progress.
Implement a new product development process to assess the feasibility of implementing new
products and services to better meet member and state needs during the COVID-19 pandemic
and beyond.
Maintain and update a competitive environment analysis to identify SNA’s competitors and the
opportunities or risks they pose to SNA’s target market.
Undertake a program impact evaluation as part of the 2020-21 budget process to sunset low
ROI and low member value programs and make way for new initiatives.
o The program impact evaluation survey is currently in the field and will be analyzed and
provided to the Board and strategic planning committee before the end of 2020.

Objective 2: Expand SNA’s research initiatives to continually identify trends and issues impacting
school nutrition programs and the profession.
Strategies
• Conduct research to identify key drivers of change affecting school nutrition programs and the
profession in preparation for strategic planning.
o The initial qualitative survey for this effort is being prepared by Association Laboratory and
will be fielded in mid-November.
• Develop and implement a research program to monitor the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on
school nutrition programs for advocacy and training purposes.
o The Nutrition & Research Committee has designated a Research Agenda subcommittee to
add a COVID-19 section to the current research agenda, which was approved last year. The
intent of the addition of the COVID-19 section is to give researchers guidance on what
research needs to be conducted.
o The 3rd COVID-19-themed survey report, focusing on school nutrition program finances and
participation, was published in mid-October.
• Use the SNA Research Agenda to solicit and drive content in the Journal of Child Nutrition
Management and solicit funding for high priority research needs.
o The Nutrition and Research Committee has designated a Journal Subcommittee to develop
an Alternative Meals-themed issue of the Journal. They plan to submit a proposal to the
CEO in mid-November.
• Redesign the research section of the SNA website to provide research basics and “how to”
resources to conduct research.
Objective 3: Enhance assessment of association governance structure to support new Strategic Plan.
Strategies
• Develop a phased implementation plan to modify SNA’s governance structure based on the
2019-20 assessment of the 2015 governance changes that accounts for disruptions caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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o Updated documents to continue discussions with Board on potential changes to enable a
nimbler governance model. Board discussion scheduled for November 2020 meeting.
Engage in a Board self-assessment to ensure optimal, strategic performance of the governing
body and develop a plan for expanding this practice to committees and councils.
o End of year assessment of 2019-20 Board completed and will be shared with Board once
analysis is completed.
Recruit diverse leadership talent for open elected and appointed national positions.
o Recruitment of diverse leadership talent was successful for the 2021 slate.

Objective 4: Increase funding and resources to high priorities of the new Strategic Plan.
Strategies
• Engage in a targeted reallocation of financial and human resources to focus on critical areas of
the Strategic Plan in response to COVID-19 and to assure the long-term sustainability of SNA.
o Allocating staff resources to support increased virtual training opportunities in place on inperson meetings during COVID.
• Assure sufficient resources are allocated to programs of high value to members.
o Despite decreasing staffing and overall budget, sufficient resources have been allocated to
continue the important work of the Association as demonstrated in this quarterly report.
• Identify and prioritize new funding opportunities for SNA and SNF.
o Having discussions with some allied partners about potentially jointly pursuing grant
funding to support like-minded efforts to support school nutrition programs.

Marketing & Communications Initiatives
•

•

Business Development & Meetings:
o Developed logo for and marketed launch of and ongoing weekly Innovative Solutions
Showcase (August-October), resulting in record-number of attendees and significantly
exceeding revenue goal—ending with more than $120K.
▪ Worked with web team to obtain a new cloud video hosting solution for
showcase presentations so that they could all be added to the website,
extending the shelf life of the content and providing value added exposure for
industry presenters.
o Marketed newly virtual Industry Boot Camp.
Advocacy & Public Relations:
o National School Lunch Week Campaign—print and digital
• New sponsorships sold for toolkit, website advertising and e-blast
package
• New modern storefront and direct mail piece produced with new vendor
• Produced expanded and enhanced toolkit and activity sheets to consider
school lunch in a COVID-19 environment
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Worked with web team to develop enhanced artwork and animated
graphics for the website
• Generated nearly $20K in sales
o Promoted COVID-19 member surveys and corresponding press releases
o Promoted advocacy calls to action on the website and in social media
o Produced and posted annual Promotion Calendar, which featured sponsored
months (4) for the first time
o Marketed new Safe Meals Flyer across digital and print channels
o Added SNA in the News section for SN Express to maximize media stories
News & Publications:
o Marketed three fall SN digital supplements and Managing Menu Needs supplement via
digital channels
General Marketing:
o Currently working on an RFP to migrate the existing website from Ektron to a more userfriendly and versatile CMS. Project should start in the spring of 2021.
o Implemented new in-house advertising for SmartBrief, resulting in an increase from
14,649 to 37,085 subscribers in two months (August to October) and $26,263.83 in paid
revenue and with $12,753.48 pending (Q3).
o Reinstated marketing relationship with Career Center—approving marketing e-blasts,
tracking monthly statistics, and promoting regularly in SN Express

School Nutrition Foundation
•
•

•

Lead to Succeed module 1 in development and scheduled to launch February 2021.
In March 2020, traditional fundraising initiatives by SNF were paused to focus on assisting school
districts in their emergency feeding operations during school closures. A crowdfunding model was
initiated to encourage contributions from outside SNA membership. To date, more than $621,000
has been raised through the donations from individuals, industry, and non-profit organizations.
203 grants have been awarded to SNA and non-SNA members during the spring and summer.
$100,000 worth of grants will be awarded in Fall, 2020.
Create Virtual Fundraising Opportunities
o SNF initiated a virtual fundraising event - $10,000 Golden Ticket Raffle Online Event.” Two
raffles were held, culminating in a live drawing event from SNA Headquarters in Arlington,
VA. Revenue to SNF = $20,000. Plans are underway to hold another raffle in 2021 tied to a
virtual SNA conference.
o Annual Giving Tuesday Campaign will take place on December 1, 2020. Promotions,
targeted emails and social media posts have been implemented to encourage donations.
SNF and SNA Boards and committees, along with SNF Ambassadors are playing a role Giving
Tuesday fundraising. 2020 goal = $8,000.
o Recurring donors, known as SNF Monthly Mavericks, continue to provide a steady revenue
source each month. Plans to increase the number of Monthly Mavericks is ongoing.
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o Walk With a Purpose – a virtual walkathon fundraiser is in the planning process for Spring
2021, replacing the Party With a Purpose activities that are usually held onsite at SNA
meetings.
Grants and Scholarships
SNF Equipment Grants
• Increased number of grants for SNA members. Additional equipment companies had joined
SNF by contributing to the Equipment Grant opportunities. Four (4) grants will be awarded
in 2021.
SNF Professional Development Scholarships
• SNF will be awarding $21,500 in the Schwan’s Professional Development Scholarship in
2021.
SNF Conference Scholarships
• SNA Industry Sponsors of Conference Scholarships have chosen to postpone the
scholarships for SNA meetings that have been cancelled due to COVID.
Josephine Martin National Policy Fellow
• The 2021 Josephine Martin National Policy Fellow selection will be postponed until 2022
resulting in two fellows attending SNA’s Legislative Action Conference.
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